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ULTIMATE GRAPHICS FOR 
THE BBC MICRO MODEL B 

AMX PAINT POT DISC ONLY £14 • 95 :~ 
Finalist for Peripheral of the Year ... that's how successful 
the AMX MOUSE is. Supplied as a package with the 
superb ICON DESIGNER and AMX ART programs, it has 
proved enormously popular. Not to mention the recently 
launched AMX UTILITIES and AIIIIX DESK. And now 
Advanced Memory Systems brings you an exciting new 
addition to the AMX software range - AMX PAINT POT! 
PAINT POT lets you fill in with colour any pictures you've 
made with AMX ART. Now you can bring your drawings 
to life with rich, vibrant colours. And with a palette of 2 56 
different shades, you certainly won' t be short of 
inspiration! The software even includes eight exciting 
pictures to start you off. 
There' more, too. You can store up to twenty coloured illustrations in 
'Picture Show' mode, which will then display your works of art in 
sequence, automatically or manually at the touch of a MOUSE 

AMX MOUSE PACKAGE £89·95 ~~~ 
.Got your MOUSE yet? This amazing opto-mechanical device brings 
facilities once only available on the most expensive computers. Use 
it with any Model B f itted with the Operating System 1 .2. It's 
compatible with the 6502 second processor, and disc or tape filing 
systems. Great for Wordwise + and View. 
Also included are two superb graphics programs: AMX ART, which 
makes full use of windows, icons, menus & pointers; and ICON 
DESIGNER, for creating and storing icons for use in your own 
programs. The complete AMX MOUSE package includes Disc, 
Cassette, Two manuals, EPROM and of course the MOUSE. 

AMX ART 
GRAPHICS PROGRAM 

button. 
It's brand new .. . it ' s educational. .. and it's great fun! Don't miss this 
quality product from AMS; avoid the rush by ordering NOW. 
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AMX DESK 0/SCONLY £24·95 ~~~ 
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DIARY 
ALARM 

MEMO PAD 
CALCULATOR 

ADDRESS BOOK 
TELEPHONE BOOK 

L ___ _ 
Get organised at home or in the office with AMX DESK. Main screen 
shows a desktop with header offering SYSTEM, FILE, EDIT and 
additional menus. Po·int your MOUSE to select these invaluable aids: 
MEMO-PAD for up to 3 pages of text, TELEPHONE/ ADDRESS BOOK 
with 200 or 400 scrolling entries, DIARY with 3 months' calendar, 
or ALARM to remind you of appointments. And bring a full-function 
CALCULATOR on-screen at any time. Any window can be dumped 
to your printer at the touch of a button. You'll wonder how you ever 
managed without DESK! 

AMX UTILITIES 0/SCONLY£14·95 ~~~ 

ZOOM 
/CON USER 

ROTATE/REFLECT 
PATTERN DESIGNER 

AMX UTILITIES is another excellent program with a host of graphics 
features. There's a zoom facility for accurate amendments to your 
drawings: one dot becomes a character. You can also move, copy, 
rotate and reflect; enhance circles; draw ellipses and arcs; and print 
icons. Borders can be added, and pictures stripped and centred for 
saving and printing. 

All these exciting products are available from good computer 
dealers. Or POST -FREE from Advanced Memory Systems Ltd, Green 
Lane, Appleton, Warrington WA4 5NG. Please send cheque or PO. 
For instant ACCESS or VISA orders, Ring (09251 62907/602690. 


